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Rep. Mike Noel has given his legislative colleagues the perfect opportunity to demonstrate the sincerity and depth
of their professed commitment to ethics reform. Noel was steamed that a Utah State university professor had
critiqued and criticized the research of Noel's favorite debunker of human-caused climate change data.

Not content to let a couple of academics duke it out, Noel, the Kanab Republican whose reputation as a
legislative bully precedes him, took advantage of his status to express his concerns about why a Logan assistant
physics professor is on the university faculty to the school's president, Stan L. Albrecht.

This exchange is worth replaying in slow-motion. Noel, of course, denies any intention to seek professor Robert
Davies' head. Here's what Noel says he said: "I'm very disappointed in the fact that you have a professor make a
statement like that from a state-supported institution ... . "

Lawyers have an apt phrase for such statements: The thing speaks for itself. These past few weeks have seen an
outpouring of legislator anger over a citizens' initiative to bring ethics reform to a body that hates the idea. The
politicians' responses range from "we don't have a problem," to "citizens who might file a complaint against us are
crazies," to "we'll fix the problem ourselves and this time we really mean it."

Yet, for all of this noise, has any legislative leader or colleague publicly decried a problem with their colleague
appearing to threaten a professor and his university president for challenging a legislator's pet rock?

Like the many episodes of ethically dubious conduct that legislative leaders have winked at time after time, this
latest incident will be met with silence and acquiescence from those who presently are the only people empowered to
do anything about it -- members of the Utah House of Representatives. Yet, these are the same politicians who are
inventing fiction after fiction as reasons to oppose the citizens' ethics reform initiative.

It is a dismal commentary on the perceived gullibility of the public that the same legislative leaders who ignore
Noel's tactics also hold themselves out as the best possible crowd to bring Utah out of the ethical desert (we rank at
the bottom in nearly every comparative national measure). Are these angry legislators, who would dismiss as
"crazies" any citizens who might complain of Noel's threats, likely to adopt ethical reforms which would eliminate
the buying and selling of elections with unlimited lobbyist cash?

Plainly, no. The thing speaks for itself. There are many legislators who privately cringe and roll their eyes
because they know full well what's going on. Unfortunately, they also know that under the existing procedures for
dealing with ethics problems, if they try to get something done: (a) it will go nowhere, as the system is designed to
ensure, and (b) they will be targeted for isolation and defeat by the leaders who depend on the votes of Noel and his
cronies for their positions of power.

We live in a state that abhors gambling, but we are allowing our Capitol to become a no-limits casino. Our
governor has voluntarily restricted his campaign contributors to $50,000 each. Who among us can plunk down that
kind of ante?

Whatever leads us to assume that money does not influence public policy? Since our laws place no limits at all
on campaign contributions -- one Utah company ponied up $500,000 in the last election cycle on state legislators
alone -- we should be grateful for the governor's modest sense of proportionality.
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alone -- we should be grateful for the governor's modest sense of proportionality.
Money, power and ambition all intersect in Utah's legislative chambers. There will never be meaningful ethics

reform here until the voters have written and passed it themselves. Anyone who believes that the Legislature will
come up with a better ethics reform package than the citizens' initiative, now circulating for signatures, needs to
watch carefully to see how that same Legislature deals with the very real ethical issue raised by the indefatigable
Noel and his gripe with a university president.

Hint: Don't bet the mortgage money.
David R. Irvine is a Salt Lake City attorney, a former Republican legislator and one of the drafters of the ethics

initiative petition.
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